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**HANBURY**

Major John Hanbury (1664–1734), of Pontypool, MP ∞ 2° 1703 Bridget Aysclough (~1741)

∞ Capel Hanbury (1707–1765)

≈ ≈ John Hanbury (1744–1784), of Pontypool *(English sch.)* 1° ∞ Jane Lewis *(English sch.)* [≈ 2° Thomas Stoughton]

Sir Charles Hanbury-Williams (1708–1759spm), KB 1744, diplomat and author, envoy to Berlin 1750, Dresden 1751, 1754, Vienna 1753, St Petersburg 1755–57, godson of Charles Williams of Caerleon *(Eccardt; Mengs; Reynolds)* ∞ 1732 Frances Coningsby, dau. of Lord Coningsby

≈ ∞ Frances (1735–1759) *(Batoni)* ∞ 1754 William Anne Capel, 4th Earl of Essex (1732–1799) *(Batoni)* q.e.r.

≈ ≈ Charlotte (1738–1790) ∞ 1759 Robert Boyle-Walsingham, né Boyle (1736–1780), captain, RN, MP *(Hone)* q.e.r.